
WHEN TIME ISN’T 
ON YOUR SIDE
10 Steps to Quickly Improving OEE 



BUDGETS, BOTTLENECKS, AND  
OVERALL EQUIPMENT EFFECTIVENESS

 

As a manufacturer, you know that increasing your Overall Equipment Effectiveness 

(OEE) should be an overarching, long-term, ongoing objective. You also know that 

improving OEE increases your efficiency and EBITDA (Earnings Before Interest, 

Taxes, Depreciation, and Amortization) potential.

Even if your facility does not operate exclusively on lean manufacturing principles, you  

still appreciate that increasing machine availability, optimizing machine performance, and 

improving product quality are key to boosting your P&L statement and balance sheet.

But there’s your challenge.

Improving your OEE is a priority, but you likely lack the time and capital required to 

implement a seven-figure Manufacturing Execution System (MES). You probably  

don’t have enough time or sufficient resources to invest in a broad OEE improvement 

initiative either.

When machine availability, machine performance, and product quality issues hinder your 

production, you want a remedy—and quickly. When you lack the budget and the time, 

what you need are nimble and cost-effective ways to improve your OEE. 

Here are 10 of them. You can address  

all areas of OEE at once or tackle them  

one at a time.

OEE stands for Overall Equipment Effectiveness. 

It’s the gold standard for measuring your  

manufacturing performance. OEE measures 

three components: Equipment Availability, 

Equipment Performance, and Product Quality. 

This metric helps manufacturers understand 

where their production losses originate.

OEE is one number, and a universally accepted 

way of calculating how much potential there is in 

any given production process for improvement.

You calculate your OEE by multiplying your 

Equipment Availability by your Equipment 

Performance by your Product Quality, and then 

expressing the result as a percentage. The 

greater your result, the better. World class OEE  

is approximately 85%.

OEE DEFINED

AT A LOSS? 

OEE is designed to help manufacturers eliminate 

the most common causes of productivity loss. 

These losses are sometimes called Unplanned 

Stops and Planned Stops (Equipment Availability 

Loss), Small Stops and Slow Cycles (Equipment 

Performance Loss), And Startup Rejects and 

Production Rejects (Product Quality Loss).



 

STEPS TO IMPROVE  
EQUIPMENT AVAILABILITY

 

The first leg on the OEE stool is Equipment Availability.

Equipment Availability measures how often your machines are running when they are 

supposed to be. It is expressed as a percentage and indicates the percentage of scheduled 

time that your operation is available to produce. Your goal with OEE is to strive towards 

achieving 85% which is considered world class performance, indicating your process is 

nearly always running during planned production time.

You calculate your Equipment Availability by dividing your actual production time  

(in minutes) by your potential production time (in minutes) and then multiplying the  

result by 100 to achieve a percentage.

THE UNAVAILABLE TYPE

The two primary causes of equipment  

unavailability are Unplanned Stops and  

Planned Stops. Equipment setup and  

adjustment, machine breakdowns, material 

shortages, changeover time, blockages,  

and idle time commonly cause these losses.Equipment Availability =

100
Actual  

Production Time 
(minutes)

Potential  
Production Time 

(minutes)
÷ x



TAKE THESE STEPS TO IMPROVE YOUR 
EQUIPMENT AVAILABILITY

    Step 1
Collect the right data from  

your equipment

You can collect dozens of types of 

data from your equipment (speed, 

temperature, vibration, and so on), 

but not all of it will help you measure 

and improve your Equipment 

Availability. You must collect data 

that answers three key questions:

1.  Is the equipment functioning  

(not out of service)?

2.  Is the equipment functioning  

as intended (expected operation  

and output)?

3.  Is the equipment functioning 

when needed (whenever  

production is scheduled)?

    Step 2 

Collect machine data in  

real time using IIoT devices  

whenever possible

If you lack the time to implement a 

comprehensive OEE improvement 

initiative, you certainly lack the time 

to walk up to each piece of equip-

ment on your shop floor to gather 

data manually. The key to gaining 

insights into Equipment Availability  

is to collect this data automatically, 

not manually, and to gather it in  

real time, not when convenient. 

Whenever possible, monitor your 

machines using Industrial Internet  

of Things (IIoT) devices. This helps 

you make faster, better-informed 

decisions.

    Step 3
Collect insights from your  

machine operators

Often, the data that you need to 

improve your Equipment Availability 

isn’t in your hardware. It’s in your 

equipment operators’ heads. After 

all, your operators are uniquely 

familiar with your machines. They 

know why machines break down, 

how and why jams occur, why your 

setup and adjustment times are as 

long as they are, and plenty more. 

Create a formal, systematic way  

to gather, organize, and analyze 

their vital feedback.

    Step 4
Document the root causes of all 

unplanned downtime

One temptation many manufacturers 

face is to apply quick fixes and spot 

solutions to equipment unavailability 

issues. When a machine consistently 

jams, for example, the easiest 

solution might be to jerry-rig the 

feeding device, or to hit the machine 

with a mallet. But this addresses the 

symptom, not the cause. 

Instead, conduct Root Cause 

Analysis of machine jams,  

misfeeds, breakdowns, and other 

losses. Then work to eliminate  

the root causes. Don’t just look  

at symptoms. Look for—and  

remedy—root causes.



 

STEPS TO IMPROVE  
EQUIPMENT PERFORMANCE

The second leg on the OEE stool is Equipment Performance.

Equipment Performance measures the difference between how long a manufacturing  

process takes to complete with how long it is supposed to take. It compares Actual Cycle 

Rate to Ideal Cycle Rate and expresses the difference as a percentage.

You calculate your Equipment Performance by multiplying the number of processed  

units by the Ideal Cycle Rate, then dividing the result by the Actual Cycle Rate.  

Then multiply the result by 100 to get a percentage.

SLOW AND STEADY 
LOSES THE RACE. 

The two primary causes of equipment  

performance are small stops and slow cycles. 

A small stop is any pause in production that  

is short enough that an operator doesn’t  

document it. A slow cycle is any time the  

equipment does not achieve the Ideal Cycle  

Rate (or ideal run rate).  100Ideal 
Cycle Rate

Actual 
Cycle Rate÷x xProcessed 

Units

Equipment Performance =



TAKE THESE STEPS TO IMPROVE YOUR 
EQUIPMENT PERFORMANCE

    Step 5
Focus on the causes of your  

top performance losses that are  

the quickest/easiest to address

The first step to improving your Equipment 

Performance losses is to catalog all of the 

causes of less-than-optimal performance. 

Then sort the list from top to bottom in order 

of how quick and how easy you can remedy 

these causes. Put the quick and easy ones at 

the top, and the time-consuming and difficult 

ones at the bottom. 

Then, start at the top of your list. These causes 

are your low-hanging fruit. They are the 

easiest ones to tackle, and they will take the 

least amount of time to deliver measurable 

improvements to both your Equipment 

Performance score and your OEE score.

    Step 6 

Find and remedy the  

root cause of small stops

As you analyze the common causes of small 

stops (also called micro stops), be careful  

to trace these causes all the way back to  

root causes. 

For example, if a particular operation always 

involves a small stop because of a blocked 

sensor, what is the root cause? Is it the  

placement of the sensor, the route the part 

takes to pass the sensor, or is it the orientation 

of the part? Conduct a Root Cause Analysis 

and you will discover your answer.

    Step 7
Find and remedy the  

root cause of slow cycles 

Once you have traced the causes of small 

stops to their root causes, do the same with 

the causes of slow cycles. If your production 

involves a lot of manual work, you may find 

that the root cause of slow cycles is multiple 

tasks performed consecutively when they 

could instead be performed concurrently. 

Or you may find that slow cycles are related  

to the performance of a particular operator.  

Or you may find that your equipment is slow 

and needs upgrading. Conduct a Root Cause 

Analysis and you’ll know for sure.

In manufacturing, Root Cause Analysis is the process of uncovering 

the primary reason for losses. With OEE, manufacturers use Root 

Cause Analysis to discover the primary reasons for equipment unavail-

ability, poor equipment performance, and product defects. Root  

Cause Analysis is a core component of Six Sigma, the quality-control  

methodology Motorola developed in 1986 to improve business 

processes by reducing the probability that errors and defects occur.

ROOT  
CAUSE  

ANALYSIS 



 

 
STEPS TO IMPROVE PRODUCT QUALITY

The third leg on the OEE stool is Product Quality.

Product Quality measures the percentage of products that pass through your entire  

manufacturing process free of defects and requiring zero rework.

You calculate your Product Quality by dividing your Good Count by your Total Count,  

then multiplying the result by 100 to get a percentage. The closer your percentage is  

to 100, the closer your Product Quality is to being perfect.

A QUALITY DECISION 

The two primary causes of poor product 

quality are startup rejects and production 

rejects. Common causes of rejects are unclear 

technical work instructions, operator error, 

misuse of machines, and malfunctioning  

equipment.

  100Good 
Count

Total 
Count÷

Product Quality =

x



TAKE THESE STEPS TO IMPROVE  
YOUR PRODUCT QUALITY

    Step 8
Find and remedy the root cause  

of start-up rejects

Startup rejects are different from 

production rejects. Your goal is to 

discover the root cause of startup 

rejects first. Rejects at this step in 

the production process typically  

have a different cause than rejects 

caused during production. 

First, determine when, exactly, the 

startup rejects occur, and on which 

shift. Examine your data for a  

few weeks, looking for patterns.  

Pay particular attention to unclear 

technical work instructions, operator 

error with equipment setup,  

adjustment and calibration, misuse 

of machines, and malfunctioning 

equipment.

    Step 9 

Find and remedy the root cause  

of production rejects

Start by reviewing your current 

process and quality assurance 

systems. Collect data to discover the 

type and frequency of production 

defects. Uncover the top recurring 

defects. Determine the root cause.  

Is it operator error, poor-quality 

parts or materials, malfunctioning 

equipment, or something else?

Sometimes the cause of product 

defects isn’t operators, or materials, 

or equipment, but process. You must 

find and remedy process failures  

that cause defects. You do this with  

a Root Cause Analysis that examines 

your process in its entirety to  

discover exactly where, when, how, 

and why defects happen.

For example, let’s say you have a 

workstation that uses a cutting tool 

to machine a part. The cutting tool 

regularly drifts off its x axis, creating  

defective parts. You conduct a 

simple Root Cause Analysis.  

It looks something like this:

1.  Why do part defects occur?  
Because the tool drifts off its x axis.

2.  Why does the tool drift off  
its x axis?  
Because it is not calibrated at  

the start of each shift.

3.  Why is the tool not calibrated  
at the start of each shift?  
Because there is no process describing 

when or how to do it.

4.  Why is there no process  
describing when and how to 
calibrate the tool?  
Because there’s no documented  

process, and operators aren’t trained  

to follow this process each shift.

    Step 10
Find and remedy process failures that cause defects



 

 
CONCLUSION

Improving your OEE should be a priority for your manufacturing operation. OEE is 

the gold standard for measuring your manufacturing performance, indicating at a glance 

exactly how much potential there is in any given production process for improvement.

So, when should you implement any of these 10 steps? When machine availability,  

machine performance, and product quality issues hinder production, and when you lack 

the time, money, and resources to launch and run a comprehensive OEE improvement 

program. You’ll quickly notice the improvement on your shop floor—and on your  

bottom line.

One solution to consider is OEE CONNECT from MCA Connect. It combines machine  

data and operator insights at scale. It captures tribal knowledge about shop-floor  

performance, aggregates equipment data in real time, and leverages key insights to  

help you make smarter, more-informed decisions, and drive enterprise performance.  

OEE CONNECT is the platform for conducting Root Cause Analysis and driving  

continuous improvement by comparing data from shop floor systems with first-hand 

accounts from shop floor operators. Learn more.

https://mcaconnect.com/solutions/business-analytics/internet-of-things/equipment-effectiveness/
https://mcaconnect.com/solutions/business-analytics/internet-of-things/equipment-effectiveness/


 

Learn more about  
OEE CONNECT 

8055 East Tufts Avenue 
Suite 1300
Denver, CO 80237

866.622.0669
Solutions@MCAConnect.com
mcaconnect.com

 
ABOUT MCA CONNECT

 

MCA Connect is a manufacturing-specialized consultancy that helps businesses  

overcome their performance challenges to achieve operational excellence. We do this  

by helping you align your people, processes and technology.  

As a seven-time Microsoft Partner of the Year winner, we help manufacturers in multiple 

industry verticals harness the power of the Microsoft Cloud to leverage automation, 

optimize operations, engage customers, empower employees and digitally transform  

their shop floors.

Our OEE CONNECT offering helps you accelerate your journey to Manufacturing 4.0  

by capturing manufacturing data and operator insights at scale. Learn more at  

mcaconnect.com

https://mcaconnect.com/solutions/business-analytics/internet-of-things/equipment-effectiveness/
https://mcaconnect.com/solutions/business-analytics/internet-of-things/equipment-effectiveness/
mailto:Solutions%40MCAConnect.com?subject=
http://mcaconnect.com
https://mcaconnect.com/solutions/business-analytics/internet-of-things/equipment-effectiveness/
https://mcaconnect.com/

